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Dear Chairman Blackmon and committee members: 

As you have witnessed from the testimonies of other poll officials, the use of the Dominion 

voting equipment in the general primary generated an election of technical difficulties and 

frustration shared by voters, poll workers, and election supervisors. From watching the past 

investigation hearings, I have noticed that Secretary Raffensperger repeatedly focuses on the 

“poll worker error” that created the issues faced in Fulton county, and I, as the Chief Voter 

Registrar from a rural South Georgia county, felt it necessary to anonymously present the 

problems my small county faced as a result of the sudden switch to the equipment issued by 

Dominion Voting. The following includes a breakdown of equipment-related issues, 

appropriately categorized for simplicity, that were faced within my county: 

Poll Pads 

Poll Pads are the iPad devices that replaced the previously utilized paper voter certificates 

and ExpressPoll devices, and they are the machines responsible for scanning the photo ID 

provided by the voter, checking in the voter, and creating the voter card to be used within 

the Ballot Marking Device. These were the issues experienced during both early voting 

and election day voting for the general primary: 

 Errors marking Absentee Voters: 

On election day, the Poll Pads marked Absentee mail-in and in-person voters the 

same, so we had to utilize a poll worker to check the online voter database with 

each affidavit that was turned in on election day. If we did not have an additional 

poll worker who had access to the online voter database, we would’ve had no way 

of knowing whether the voter had been issued a mail-in ballot or had voted early 

in-person. 

 Inaccurate Barcode reader: 

On numerous occasions during election day voting, the barcode reader used by 

the Poll Pads would bring up completely different people than indicated on the 

photo ID. Thankfully, this issue is very fixable by simply doing a manual search 

of the voter, but the issue should not happen in the first place. 

 Poll Pad Updates: 

The Poll Pads required many more updates than our previous equipment, and the 

bulk update required the weekend before election day took several hours whereas 

with Express Polls, the election day bulk update took about an hour and could 

easily be done the morning before election day. 

 Election Day Syncing Issues: 

Rather than the voter numbers on each Poll Pad syncing throughout election day 

like the equipment suggests, each Poll Pad displayed its individual number of 

voters, and the Poll Pads did not sync up until the election closed. 



 Re-Issued Voter Cards: 

Since the ballots for the general primary are different based upon the party you 

choose, we often have people select a party and then ask for a new voter card for a 

different party, and as long as their ballot has not been placed into the scanner, we 

can easily return to the Poll Pads and reissue a new voter card. At the close of 

polls, the Poll Pads were supposed to account for the number of cards we re-

issued throughout election day, but there was no numerical record for the number 

of reissued. 

Ballot Marking Device (including screen, printer, and universal power source) 

The Ballot Marking Device (BMD) includes 3 components: the touchscreen device, a 

printer, and a universal power source (UPS). This is he device where voters fill out and 

print their ballots to be placed within the scanner. 

 Printer Issues 

As you have repeatedly heard from the previous testimonies, most of the most 

pivotal equipment errors originated from the use of printers with each ballot 

marking device. Specifically, the occurrence of a printer jam would not only 

cause an extra unaccompanied ballot, but it would also inconsistently change the 

number of printed ballots displayed on the machine’s screen. Despite the 

Dominion representatives stating that the error is not replicable, the specific error 

happens because the printed ballots are often two-sided; thus, they appear out of 

the printer after printing the back of the page and then go back into the printer to 

print off the front side of the ballot. If an eager voter tries to grab his/her ballot 

when it first appears out of the printer, all he/she will receive is the back of his/her 

ballot, and a jam error will display upon the BMD screen and the printer. By 

simply opening and closing the printer, the ballot will correctly print out, but the 

BMD screen will not allow the machine to be opened again for voting until 

another copy of the ballot is printer out. All of this results in a whole and half 

unaccompanied ballot. 

 Ballot Printed Counts  

A pivotal part of election day is the frequent checking of ballot numbers on both 

the BMD machines and the ballot scanner; unfortunately, with the printer issues, 

the number of ballots printed displayed on the BMD screens could not be used to 

validate the number of voters who came in on election day. The extra ballots 

printed because of printer jams and the job status reports that printed whenever 

the printer ran out of paper caused inaccuracies in the number of printed ballots 

function. 

 Wasteful Machinery 

Whereas previous equipment included the entire voting booth in one unit, the 

equipment provided by Dominion requires tables, printers, universal power 



sources, and screens to be moved for each individual voting machine. Our small 

county had to deploy over 100 pieces of equipment to our two precincts, and the 

sheer bulk of equipment causes issues of storage, placement, and manpower 

needed to move it from storage to precinct. In addition to the excessive amount of 

equipment necessary for each voting machine, counties also had to provide 

numerous elements that would not have been necessary with the use of any other 

equipment. My county had to purchase enough tables for all of our machines and 

printer toner, nearly $3000, to last throughout the election, and secured ballot 

paper provided by Dominion for $0.13 per piece of paper, and on election day, we 

had to dedicate a poll worker to consistently check the paper levels in every 

printer. 

 Voter Privacy 

With previous equipment, the darker touchscreen and included privacy shield 

allowed for election day set-up to be simple and provide ample voter privacy. 

With the bright, LED screens used by Dominion, voter data on the screen can be 

read from nearly 30 feet away, and the only way to set-up the election room was 

to place the screen as close as possible to the outer walls and attempt to divide the 

machines using plastic dividers, like the ones used in classrooms, that were 

provided by the Secretary of State’s office. 

ICC Scanner (scanner used for mail-in absentee ballots) 

The ICC Scanner is the device used to process mail-in absentee ballots, and given the 

record number of absentee ballots mail-in due to COVID-19 precautions, the scanner was 

used to process over 2300 mail-in ballots. The entire process was extremely time 

consuming considering our small county size due to fallacies in the equipment. 

 Ambiguous Mark Failures 

As the proper ballot marking for mail-in ballots is completely filling in the desired 

circles, the ICC Scanner comes with a function for ambiguous marks so that the 

machine can interpret when voters use a different notation such as a check, “x”, or 

circle to indicate their selection. When we attempted to use this function, the 

votes would not be counted, and it resulted in completely blank contests, so my 

absentee processing team of  two voter registrars and two volunteers from our 

Board of Elections had to duplicate around 200 ballots, out of nearly 2300 ballots 

total, on election night.   

 Kicked out Ballots 

Along with the failure of the ambiguous marks function, the ICC Scanner kicked 

out hundreds of ballots while processing. Some ballots were kicked out because 

of voting for multiple candidates or and rips in the ballot, but most of the ballots 

kicked out were due to miscellaneous and frivolous marks, which also contributed 

to the around 200 ballots that had to be duplicated. 



Company Correspondence  

Beyond the technical errors that occurred with the use of Dominion Voting equipment, 

ample and effective company correspondence was expected with this dramatic shift to 

completely new voting systems; unfortunately, communication with company 

representatives and trainings left many questions of equipment unanswered. 

 Trainings 

Often referenced by both Secretary Raffensperger and the Dominion 

representatives, the total training on BMD and Poll Pad use totaled to less than a 

week’s time, and much of the equipment training left me with more questions 

after than before it started. Also, the Techs that were sent out to each county also 

only had about a week’s worth of training on the equipment with which they were 

supposed to aid. 

 Contact 

Attempting to contact Dominion representatives proved to be an undesirable 

challenge faced by many counties throughout the state. Personally, I still have yet 

to receive any sort of correspondence about issues we have faced with our mobile 

ballot printer provided by Dominion, and time and time again, Dominion proved 

itself to be inaccessible to the county officials implementing their equipment. The 

only access I have had with Dominion is through the Tech that was placed within 

my county who can provide no assistance with the problems I have addressed.  

Overall, the “failure of leadership” referenced time and time again by Secretary Raffensgperger 

is a frivolous and irresponsible excuse to blame county officials, but the numerous equipment 

issues can de traced to the use of election equipment that has yet to be used state-wide by any 

state aside from Georgia under the direction of Secretary Raffensperger. When you orchestrate 

and implement a large-scale change like a complete equipment overhaul, you simply cannot 

constantly blame county officials who were forced to relearn an entire voting system with little 

to no training and completely unresponsive company leadership. Beyond the equipment issues 

witnessed in this singular election, the lack of self-awareness displayed by Secretary of State 

leadership and Dominion leadership and the fear possessed by county officials who wish to 

speak up about the equipment and issues with Dominion Voting is utterly appalling.   

 

Thank you to Chairman Blackmon and committee members for allowing me to testify my 

experience with Dominion Voting. 

 

Sincerely,  

Concerned Chief Voter Registrar and Poll Manager 


